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H by consolidating the control of the state institutions, and several
Hj of the departments as well. The scheme was suddenly abandoned

Hf and all action postponed for at least two years. The explanation

K offered was that it would require the services of an efficiency

, expert to decide just what ought to be done in this respect. And
H- - to we are to mosey along for two years morei with the same old

H: extravagant makeshift of a government that characterized Rcpub- -

H,
i

lican rule, and which caused the Democrats so much anxiety when
B they themselves were on the outside looking in. Either the latter
K have fearfully 'maligned their political opponents in the past 'and
H shduld forthwith apologize, or else they have wantonly sacrificed
M a possible substantial economy for the sake of providing patron- -

W age for deserving Democrats. You can take your choice.
H

XN view of the campaign pledges of the Democracy, the failure
to abolish certain offices was hardly pardonable; but the cre--

H ation of new offices appears to be a deliberate betrayal of public

M confidence. The creation of the several high-salarie- d positions on

the public utilities and industrial commissions could not well be

Hj avoided; but the increase of the membership of the supreme court

K to five, thereby creating two new handsome positions, deserves a
'

better explanation than, has been offered to date. But then, when

J. one reflects that two sterling old Democratic warhorses are to be

H' appointed to the posts of honor, and that these appointments will

Hi change the political complexion of the supreme bench, it is quite

H easy to understand how it all happened.
H
H K HE crowing success of the session, however, was the legis- -

H - lating of a Republican out of office. It also furnished us

with a faint idea of the brand of civil service reform that we may

m ' expect of the present administration. In fact, the policy upon

H which they proceeded was bluntly stated by Senator Reynolds on

B the floor of the Senate : "If we haven't a Democrat competent to
W fill an office, we'll abolish the office." This was in answer to
m the claim that Warden Pratt was an excellent officer, and that
H there was no substantial reason for his removal. All this was ad- -

w mitted, but availed little when the executive order came in the
B closing hours of the session to get the warden's head.
H This action was" not altogether unexpected by those who know
fl both the governor and the warden of the state prison. It was a

H foregone conclusion that the stubborn disposition of the one would
H never mix with the arrogance of the other, and that the warden
H would eventually have to decamp. All of which has its advan- -

Hj, tages, irrespective of the summary method resorted to to accom- -

H j plish the end desired.

H, Ztf SOLEMN promise was made to the people to reduce taxa- -

H tion, yet to all intents and purposes the levies will still re--

H main the same and there will be no substantial relief afforded for
H at least two years to come. Instead of exercising rigid economy,
H the chief concern of the legislators seemed to be to get their hands
H on more revenue. To make this possible, after a sixty-da-y wrangle
H (. a solitary measure was enacted assessing an "occupational tax"
H against mining concerns. The constitutionality of this law is
B' gravely questioned, and it will be a matter for the courts to decide.
H: This law failing, the unprecedented drain on the state's finances
M will place a heavier burden on the taxpayers than ever before. The
H I tix question then, has not been solved as promised; it has just
Hj been jumbled.
B
B' (fUT the proof of the pudding is in the eating thereof; and, not- -

H'' withstanding their 'bad start, it still remains to be seen whether
K the Utah Democracy consists of a band of plunders parading as
H i patriots, or whether they are statesmen of such a high order that
H we are as yet unable to appreciate them.
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This Bakery and the Public j

INDUSTRIAL HELPFULNESS
Prompted by a desire to assist in the development of this

intormountain country, we have persistently and consistently R

encouraged Its various industries. H

Whenever any material was to be purchased for I

our baking business, we have first asked: "Is it made
in our own territory? Is it good? Will it serve our
purpose7"
The last two questions have been asked as much In the

interest of those with whom we have dealt as in our own, be-

cause we. recognize that certain standards of quality must be
set if there Is to be permanent progress and development.

For several years the farmers in these mountain states did
not raise the hard wheats, which bakers must have. We made
periodical trips out among the grain-raisin- g sections, talked

with the farmers, and offered to make a home market for all
the Turkey Red wheat they would raise.

We called on the millers of this section and told
them what we wanted, even going so far as to suggest
that they pay the farmers premium prices for the kinds '

of wheat needed for our flours, guaranteeing to take
care of this premium price in our purchases from the
mills.
Last month we asked one Utah miller for thirty carloads of

Turkey Red wheat flour, with the stipulation that the wheat
come from Utah and Idaho farms.

This bakery Is an intermountain enterprise. It Is here to
help and serve. It is a public Institution, in that it has close
relationship to the welfare1 of all the people. It Is your bakery.

We want you to feel the nearness of our relationship our
upon each other. We know that when the

public prospers, we prosper and that by serving best we
are helped most.

ROYAL BAKING CO. Salt lake
Member National Association of Master Bakers.

Salt Lake Theatre extraordinary

THE SALT LAKE GRAND OPERA COMMITTEE
ANNOUNCES

The Boston-Nation- al Grand
Opera Company

A National Institution
Max Rabinoff, Managing Director

FOR THREE PERFORMANCES ONLY
'

Monday and Tuesday Nights and Tuesday Matinee
March 19-2- 0.

MONDAY NIGHT " A I R A " nltcZaklSlSf,
at 8 o'clock ft I U H ConducMoranzoni

I 4Mb. " With Miura, Leveronl,
TUESDAY i I D V Kittay, Chalmers,
MTIE; I HI A La- -

at o 1 HI f Conductor Moranzoni

UniRAT With Teyte wtnictz- -

TUESDAY NIGHT "la III IV I kat?l Pelta, JVIartln,
fctflllB I Marr, Mardones,at 8 o'clock OW I Conductor Guerrleri

20 WORLD FAMOUS STARS COMPANY OF 180
BOSTON GRAND OPERA HOUSE ORCHESTRA, 55 CHORUS OF 60

MAIL ORDERS AND PRICES SEATS NOW SELLING

Prices: Orchestra, $4 and $5; Balcony, $2.50, $4 and $5; Second Bal-

cony, $2, $2.50 and $3; Gallery, $1. Gallery seats on sale at 7 p. m. on
day of performance.


